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Abstract. With the advent and rapid spread of microblogging services, web information management finds a new research topic. Although classical information retrieval methods and techniques help search engines and services to
present an adequate precision in lower recall levels (top-k results), the constantly evolving information needs of microblogging users demand a different approach, which has to be adapted to the dynamic nature of On-line Social Networks (OSNs). In this work, we use Twitter as microblogging service, aiming to
investigate the query expansion provision that can be extracted from large
graphs, and compare it against classical query expansion methods that require
mainly prior knowledge, such as browsing history records or access and management of search logs. We provide a direct comparison with mainstream media services, such as Google, Yahoo!, Bing, NBC and Reuters, while we also
evaluate our approach by subjective comparisons in respect to the Google Hot
Searches service.
Keywords: Query expansion, Microblogging services, Twitter, Social Data
Mining.

1

Introduction

Microblogging is considered to be one of the most recent social raising issues of Web
2.0, being one of the key concepts that brought Social Web to the broad public. In
other words, microblogging could be considered as a "light" version of blogging,
where messages are restricted to less than a small amount of characters. Regarding
their actual message content, this may be either textual data (e.g. short sentences), or
even multimedia content (e.g. photos or hyperlinks to video sources). Yet, its simplicity and ubiquitous usage possibilities have made it one of the new standards in social
communication; i.e., there is already a large number of social networks and sites that
appear to have incorporated few or more microblogging functionalities; Twitter and
Facebook being the most famous. The task of analyzing microblog posts and extract
meaningful information from them in a (semi-)automated manner has been considered
recently by some works in the literature, yet we believe their approaches are quite
different to the one presented herein. Being part of a vast amount of information
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disseminated on the Web, it is very crucial for users to find relevant information in
blogs or having recommendation in respect to their queries. Thus, modern information
services provide a lot of mechanisms for suggestions in respect to users’ information
needs expressed by mostly syntactic queries. Research on query suggestion is highly
related with query expansion [1], query substitution [2], query recommendation [3] or
query refinement [4]. All are considered as similar procedures, aiming to adjust an
initial user query into a revised one, which then returns more accurate results. In this
work, we deviate from the traditional query suggestion proposal in a sense that users
have their queries expanded directly from Twitter, and without having their queries or
browsing history processed by search engines.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we provide
an overview over the related work on query analysis and expansion issues that need
addressing in microblogging services. Section 3 provides the methodology we use, as
well as the basic steps of our proposed algorithm. In Section 4, we describe a real case
study in order to clearly show how our query expansion mechanism works. Finally, in
Section 5, we evaluate our results against Google, Yahoo!, Bing, NBC and Reuters,
while we also evaluate our approach by subjective comparisons in respect to the
Google Hot Searches service. Section 6 concludes our work by summarizing the
derived outcomes, providing in parallel some of our future directions.

2

Related Work

In general, microblogging posts [5] form a special category of user-generated data
containing two major characteristics, that seriously affect linguistic analysis techniques [6], namely: a) they contain strong vernacular (acronyms, spelling changes,
etc.) and, b) in principle they do not include any memorable repetition of words. Motivated by the observation that a microblog user retrieves information through queries
formulation in order to acquire meaningful information, researchers focus on each
post's characteristic features [7], whose quantitative evaluation could potentially affect the way in which the relevance between the user query and its returned results
may be calculated. A first step towards this direction is discussed in [8], where authors identify two feature categories, i.e., features related to the user query and thus
calculated as soon as the latter is formed and features that are not related to the specific query, but are inherent posts and thus calculated when the latter are modified, updated or added. In the context of social networking, query expansion techniques are of
great inter-est using either previously constructed language models [9] or by taking
into account personal user preferences, such as those resulting from user microblog
posts and hashtags analysis [10]. The fact that microblog posts contain hashtags is
also exploited in the literature towards query expansion methodologies in the direction of acquiring information that the user "is not aware of" and formulate queries that
the user "does not know how to express" [11]. In [12], given a query, authors attempt
to identify a number of hashtags relevant to the given query, that may be used to expand it and lead to better results; the proposed method is based solely on statistical
techniques by building probabilistic language models for each available hashtag and
by using a suit-able microblog posts corpus. Even in our own recent previous work
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[13], we proposed the utilization of hashtags as the main source of information acquisition by searching the specific query terms within microblog posts under the condition that the former need to appear as hashtags. Then we calculated the most common
hashtags that co-occur with the original query and thus expanded the query with the
new hashtags. Finally, another broad related research category is the one formed by
the observation that microblog posts are created during an actual event and contain
comments or in-formation directly related to it, thus leading to event detection
research efforts [14] based on posts and/or hashtags.

3

Proposed Query Expansion Mechanism

The microblogging service we use is Twitter and the Query Expansion (QE) mechanism is based on concatenated terms, known as hashtags (prefixed with "#"). Hashtags
are actually a way Twitter users can semantically annotate the tweeted content, while
there are no complicated syntactic rules, so Twitter users can annotate the information
according to their will. This freedom of expression provide the best way to create a
vast pool of crowd-sourced meta-data, leading to trends that best describe a social
aware issue.
Prior to describing our QE method, we need to briefly introduce the context of capture-recapture experiments used in wildlife biological studies [15]. In these experiments, animals, birds, fishes or insects (subjects of investigation) are captured,
marked and then released. If a marked individual is captured on a subsequent trapping
occasion, then it is mentioned as “recaptured”. Based on the number of marked individuals that are recaptured, and by using statistical models, we can estimate the total
population size, as well as the birth, death and survival rate of each species under
study. The sampling process is divided into k primary sampling periods, each of them
consisting of l secondary sampling periods. Among primary sampling periods we
assume that in the population we can have births, deaths and/or migration incidents.
This population is called “Open”. On the other hand, among secondary sampling periods the population is assumed closed, meaning that there are not gains of losses in
the population [15]. During a secondary sampling period a set of different species is
randomly selected, marked and keeping in parallel a history record of them, and then
released back to nature. After a specific time interval, the second secondary sampling
periods occurs and so forth, until the end of the last l secondary sampling period. Secondary periods are near and very short in time, while trapping occasions are considered instantaneous in order to assume that the populations under study are closed,
meaning that no losses or gains occur during these time intervals. However, longer
time intervals between primary sampling periods are desirable so evolution events can
occur (e.g. survival, movement, and growth), as defined in the basic structure of Pollock’s robust design model [16], which extends the Jolly-Seber model [17].
In wild-life experiments this model is applied to open populations, in which death,
birth, and migration incidents possibly occur in the populations under study. In our
case, birth means the appearance of a new Twitter hashtag, while death and migration
incidents corresponds to evolution of hashtags. Moreover, a basic evolution metric we
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want to employ in our meth
hodology is the survival rate of the subject under investiigation (the expanded term in
n our paradigm). This actually highlights how durablee in
time hashtags are correlated
d to each other in the created real-time graph.

Fig. 1. The modified structure of the sampling scheme used in this work

However, since it is imp
possible to assume that due time the population of Twiitter
hashtags is closed, we mod
dified the capture-recapture experimentations, in orderr to
simultaneously conduct thee secondary periods. This does not violate the assumptiions
of the Pollock’s model, sincce in the real-life case, biologists set traps to different loocations in the same space uniiverse (e.g. a lake, a national park), while in the Twitteersphere the space universe cannot
c
be separated. Thus, Figure 1 depicts the modiffied
structure of the sampling scheme we employ for the web paradigm. In our case, the
individuals under study arre Twitter hashtags. The trapping occasions are the kkeywords/seeds to be extended
d in our query. Each trapping occasion occurs in the prim
mary sampling period, which we split in l secondary and simultaneously sampling occcasions. In each of these l sam
mpling instances we capture (and then mark) some hashttags
with the same probability value
v
p. By this we ensure that all secondary samplings are
made in a “close” pool of instances
i
under the basic principle of the Pollock’s model.
Then by investigating the recaptured
r
instances in subsequent primary occasions, we
calculate the survival probability of the examined hashtag according to Equationn 1,
where (Mi – mi) defines thee marked hashtags not captured during the ith sampling period, while Ri are the hashtaags captured at the ith period, marked, and then releasedd for
possible recapture in future samplings.

ϕ ie =

e
M i+1
M ie − mie + Rie

(1)
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Real-Life Experimentation: The Boston Marathon Bombing
Case

As case study we use the “Boston Marathon Bombing” case, where during the Boston
Marathon on April 15, 2013, two pressure cooker bombs exploded, killing 3 people
and injuring 264 individuals1. This shocking event was among the breaking news
globally for several weeks, since it was emotionally touched millions of people
worldwide. Apart from mainstream media (e.g. TV/Radio), social media platforms
covered all aspects of the incident disseminating an enormous amount of information,
which was created from millions of users. Especially in Twitter, information contained not only shared information, but also personal opinions/thoughts, and constantly new links related to the crime, directly related to user-generated hashtags as semantic annotations. Having the experience for a previous work of ours [13], we selected
the words "Boston" and “Marathon” as the basic terms someone enters in a search
engine in order to find relevant information. It is worth noticing that even after one
week after the event, most search engines in their main front-end environment did not
suggest relevant terms after these terms. Our main contribution here is to provide
query expansion to the user’s submitted term(s) under the knowledge disseminated in
Twitter, without having any other access or use of search engines' query logs.
In Figure 2, we can see the filtered graph that presents the entities with the 10%
higher values in respect to eigenvector centrality (EiVC) values measured. This graph
corresponds to a captured instance in one of the secondary sampling occasions conducted during our experiments. In this figure edges are classified as:
• Colour: black, name: searchQuery-from_user, explanation: This property is applied to edges between a Twitter user that used a queried term and the queried
term,
• Colour: green, name: from_user-to_user, explanation: This property is applied in
order to create an edge between a Twitter user that replied using a tweet to
(an)other Twitter user(s),
• Colour: red, name: from_user-mentioned_user, explanation: This property is applied in order to create an edge between a Twitter user who mentioned at a tweet
(an)other Twitter user(s) and the mentioned user(s),
• Colour: blue, name: from_user-tweeted_hashtag, explanation: This property is applied in order to create an edge between a Twitter user that included a hashtag in a
tweet and the included hashtag,
• Colour: Yellow, name: from_user-tweeted_URL, explanation: This property is
applied in order to create an edge between a Twitter user that included a Url in a
tweet and the included Url,
• Colour: Purple, name: hashtag-URL, explanation: This property is applied in order to create an edge between hashtag and a Url in case that both of these hashtags
are included in a tweet.
1

Boston
Marathon
bombings,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boston
_Marathon_bombings, last accessed in May 13, 2013.
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s
secondary sampling occasion (April 18, 2013)
Fig. 2. A random selected
Table 1. Query ex
xpansion and suggested terms / case study evaluation

Query terms
{Boston, Marathon}

Also suggested by
(in the same time period)

Metrics
En
ntity
ty
ype

Score

Google

Yahoo!

Bing /
NBC

Reu
uterrs

bostonstrong

#

0.2082

✗

✗

✗

✗

bostonbombing

#

0.1571

✔

✔

✔

✔

prayforboston

#

0.08359

✗

✗

✗

✗

news

#

0.04921

✔

✗

✗

✗

manhunt

#

0.04425

✗

✗

✗

✗

syria

#

0.04232

✗

✗

✗

✗

Extended Term

Similarly, nodes are classifiied as:
• Colour: Black, name: Trrend/searchQuery, explanation: The queried term(s)
• from_user, colour: Blaack, explanation: A Twitter user that used the querried
term(s)
• Colour: Green, name: to_userexplanation: A Twitter user that received onee or
o a created tweet
more tweets as replies to
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• Colour: Red, name: mentioned_user, explanation: A Twitter user who is mentioned at other users' tweets
• Colour: Blue, name: tweeted_hashtag, explanation: A hashtag that is included in a
tweet
• Colour: Yellow, name: tweeted_URL, explanation: A Url that is included in a
tweet

5

Evaluation

In order to evaluate our QE mechanism we firstly compare the results derived from
our case study in respect to the query suggestions of well-known search engines, like
Google, Yahoo!, Bing, as well as mainstream Web media services, such as Reuter
News and NBC. The second part of our evaluation, describes a generic evaluation,
which involves subjective user ratings for results obtained from our QE mechanisms
and Google.
5.1

Case Study Evaluation

Evaluation results for the “Boston Marathon” case are provided in Table I. Initial
query terms (“Boston”, “Marathon”) are on the left side of the table, and then follow
the expanded term(s). All suggested extra terms are according to a normalized survival probability of hashtag e during primary period i ( ϕ i ), as defined in Equation 1.
e

Finally, the last four columns of Table I indicate whether the specific expanded query
has been suggested (even in different order of terms with respect to the seed term) by
Google, Yahoo!, Bing, NBC and Reuters2. The date we performed this evaluation was
April 18, 2013, just three days after the bombing incident. The trend analysis and the
expanded terms in respect to the initial provided, performed between subsequent primary periods, where each of them consisted of two simultaneously secondary periods
with capture probability equal to 0.3. We notice that apart a very good suggestion on
related web sources for direct information (e.g. BBC World, 7news, etc.), our mechanism proposes two other really noteworthy acquisition terms like “manhunt” and
“Syria”, which are not suggested by the other four search services. It is worth noticing
that during the next day (April 19, 2013) where one of the suspects was arrested, our
algorithm “captured” two hashtags related with the suspect name (#dzhokhartsarnaev,
#tsarnaev) having a quite high normalized scoring value (0.079 and 0.1302
respectively).
5.2

Evaluation against Google Hot Searches

In this sub-section we describe an evaluation of our QE mechanism in comparison
with Google Hot Searches3 service. For the purposes of this evaluation 17 individuals
2
3

NBC search service is powered by Bing.
http://www.google.com/trends/hottrends
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were engaged. Their task was
w to subjectively rate the expanded queries against the
respective service from Goo
ogle. Each individual (postgraduate students from an M
MBA
course class at National Technical University of Athens) was asked to select thhree
different events from Goog
gle Hot Searches for a specific testing period (a speccific
week during March 2013). Each individual had to explicitly rate the suggested eentities/hashtags derived by ourr QE mechanism, against their selected events as appeaar in
Google Hot Searches (in U.S.). The rating performed upon a five-point Likert scalee as
indicated below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Strongly disagree (totally
(
irrelevant suggestion)
Disagree (not so go
ood suggestion)
Neither agree nor disagree
d
(nearly same suggestion)
Agree (potentially better)
Strongly agree (surrely better)

After processing the onee-week results we ended up with 87 unique related terrms
(as these were provided by Google Hot Searches) in 31 distinct events (20 out of the
51 events were identical). The average amount of suggested terms per tested evvent
was 2.81, which practically
y means that nearly 3 terms in average expand the baasic
term that describe an even
nt. At Figure 3, we can see some points that indicate the
average evaluator rating fo
or suggested hashtags, as derived from our QE mechannism
in respect to scoring value φ. We noticed that the larger the φ is, the higher the m
mean
subjective rate appears in the five-point Likert scale. More specifically, suggessted
hashtags that appeared as expanded terms having ϕ ie ≥ 0.7 (even as suggestedd in
concatenated format), weree subjectively evaluated as more relevant presenting neaarly

Fig. 3. Mean
M
evaluator ratings vs. proposed hashtags
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one-point higher level in the Likert scale. In other words, this means that through
subsequent samplings in Twitter, several user-generated terms (hashtags) are more
descriptive in comparison to a related query term in Google’s log. This was somehow
expected, since we performed short-term trend analysis rather than long-term log
analysis, yet it is an indicative assumption that our QE method is in the right direction. We can also notice that the majority of subjective rates in average values (more
than 60%) were close or slightly higher in the third level (point 3) in the Likert scale,
thus indicating a “nearly same suggestion” in comparison to Google search service.

6

Conclusion – Future Directions

In this paper, we proposed a Query Expansion (QE) mechanism, which employs trend
analysis issues from microblogging services (case study in Twitter). In order to efficiently analyze trends in terms of retrieving suggest terms for query expansion and
reducing the sampling cost, we used the well-known capture-recapture methodology,
which is mostly applied in biology experiments. For evaluating our proposal, we presented a recent real event, while we further evaluated it through subjective rates
against Google Hot Search service, having as pool a class of 17 postgraduate students.
Ongoing research is performed on how other Twitter entities like Twitter mentions
(@s), URIs and other related information (e.g. images, geo-location, replies) can be
part of suggested term expansion.
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